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About This Video

Document is about PC games development. The goal is reveal what's behind the scene of the PC games known all over the
world. We´re focusing on special projects which are interesting and have potential to represent czech software developing scene.

In the document, you can see altogether of 4 development teams and studios. Each team works on an entirely different concept
project with the different approach to work. First team Amanita Design is where we focus on the game Samorost 3 which is in

development for 5 years already. The company is typical for unique visual work.

Next company is Keen Software House which is developing games Space Engineers, Medival Engineers and artificial
intelligence GoodAi. An entirely original experiment titled GoodAi has unique approach to topic, special concept and plenty of

PC games integration possibilities.

The team of the Dreadlocks company is developing a new horror game which is intended primarily for set of Virtual Reality.
The game is special in many ways. Main characters will be represented by real actors and game locations will be create

according to the real places on the Earth. Players can have an approach to the inaccessible and frightening places using virtual
reality.

Last game is Phonopolis, which is a first work of the three-members team. The game developing is special for working process.
Handmade paper models are photographing and then transforming into the 3D models. After, they are animated and integrated

to the computer code. Future of Phonopolis depends on response to demo version and following support.
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new game documentary movie

i do not recommend this game, it has little in common with its predecessors. Ascetic, artistic abstract and appealing. Marvelous
momentum management mazes. Soothing simple sounds. Vertical variance. Wonderful.. What? I play it for the mahjong, I
swear!. This game is a heck of a lot of fun if the concept of a combat sports sim sounds appealing to you and is a large upgrade
on the first in the series. Clearly, the developer is making some good strides and I'm eager to see what they come up with next.
So sure, the game is flawed in many ways: you can start outsmarting the AI in combat almost immediately and win most of your
fights, there isn't a lot of variety in equipment or combat, the scheduling is wildly erratic, and the developer clearly shouldn't
have released two nearly identical games as the sequel to Age of Gladiators. None of that ultimately matters because the game is
a kick, particularly once you start hitting your stride and developing upgrades. Grab it on sale.. Usually, I am not a big fan of
puzzle\/riddle games, but this game is FANTASTIC! The great, unsettling atmosphere and the awesome graphic style kept me
glued to the chair until I completed it. The riddles have a theme and logic; they also tell the story. A real journey into the mind...
I will surely replay it!. Blah. This game was pretty average. I really disliked having maid and chef duty. The story line was pretty
good, was surprized at the ending! I prefer Captive Curse or Moon Dog Lake.. I spent 15 minutes in broken menus and loading
screens. I never even got to play the game.. DLC contains more Kanako screentime. super nice and cute anime pc game!.
Screaming Villains have UPDATED THE GAME!! Pay no attention to the folks whining about the controls to this game. The
devs were awesome enough to update the controls to work GREAT with controller and there's not many glitches to speak for...
This was my FIRST time playing Night Trap, and I have heard so much about the game, so it was so awesome to get to play it
finally. At first, I was kinda (why is everyone so excited about this game?) type attitude, but as the story progressed and I found
it actually entertaining to fail and *learn* in this game, memorizing what I needed to do.. I found that this game is a WAY better
version of FNAF. As you progress, the story actually starts to build energy and things get hectic pretty fast, it's awesome, and so
fantastically corny, but in an OH SO pleasant way...

This game and a few others show that if FMV games made a return, I think there'd be a welcoming for them. Because "Late
Shift" and "The Bunker" do some great things as well, and I'm honestly waiting for a legit FMV slasher horror, because that's
one thing that hasn't been done in the industry yet, proper.

Keep this up guys, "Night Trap" will go down in my library as a classic. And... I'd also like to mention, my livestream with this
game on Twitch saw very high viewership.. not trying to brag, but it was close to the same amount of views I got with Friday the
13th, which my channel is known for... any other game and my viewership drops back down to lower numbers... so it's a
compliment to the developers to see it pull just as much popularity as a bigger franchise title!

WAY TO GO DEVS!!!! I'd love to see more!!
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While I love the idea of a second Panzer General this game is a really confusing mix.

THE BAD
While graphics aren't important here, they feature useless "zoom in" where you see cartoonish guns shooting. After seeing it for
a few times it'll get old and annoying. Regretfully scenery almost totally obscures your units, leading to confusion and forgetting
where some of the stuff is. Even worse, the mechanics have nothing to do with ww2: artillery smashes anything that fights in
their range, anti air clears (super expensive) aircraft from the sky if they wonder into range. So the mechanics make you
carefully dance through the order of actions, but there's no fast save and fast load, which you'll need as it'll anger you that your
super expensive unit just got smashed by one of the countless enemy AA guns. After a couple of hours I started thinking if I
should return this for a refund. Maps are too large, there had to be annoying air drops and naval invasions and garbage
mechanics, but overall AI is stupid, has vastly more units than you and it's always a race against time to complete the objectives.
There are some badly designed and utterly boring scenes between missions, but you can skip them.
Controls are terrible. There's no undo. You'll often move a unit somewhere you don't want it. The pinnacle of stupidity was
when my howitzer moved in front of enemy fort because it tried to approach the target to bombard - this game needs a lot of
move or shoot options. Anti tank guns will crawl out of their trench and attack your tanks, even being successful at that. How
low can it go? May I please have more or shoot instead of lame 3D quasi real-time, who care, annoying animations?
AI is ultra-stupid, basically sitting on their place until you approach, then some attacks are triggered. AI has about 3 times as
many troops as you do.
Aircraft usually die in a single charge into enemy airspace.
Aircraft run out of fuel and crash (why would pilots land them on their own)

THE GOOD
There's a lot of customization options, you move your units from mission to mission (just like real PG) and sometimes the
missions look fun. It looks like a lot of gear was modeled.
There's "land to nearest airport" button for aircraft.
I only saw a bug once, where enemy recon vanished but was still occupying a hex.. It's a casual puzzle game to entertain you for
a couple of hours a day, the story is okay, but the aesthetic is awesome. I like the start scene of the game. You'll dance in front
of the mirror for some time for sure. Some of the monsters have interesting behavior to deal with. And you should always turn
around and dodge. If you want a workout in VR, it's good. If you don't, beware, because your shoulders will gonna hurt. Though
it's not just an archery simulator. It has the nice main character and setting. Still has no story. I hope the developer will add one..
One of the calmer bullet hells out there but for what it lacks in insanity it makes up for in story which is refreshing for the
genre. Sadly not much stands out beyond that. The lengh is short, and different modes and options are limited. If you haven't
played many bullet hell games this would be a good place to start, however for vets it's a little bland especially with no
competitive play option. I recommend this game for its art and story but as always, get it on sale.. Having been away from MS
Flt Sim for two years, I'm really glad to be back. I just hope the setting hold this time with the new computer.. I have more
experience with CO1, but I can affirm that this is one of the greatest wargames ever. The order of battle and the simulation of
delay is really top notch. A true grognard game and a not so much steep learning curve. It's very rewarding when you get that
battallion behind the enemy position as you put it through a little road on the flank and smash the rear echelon of a division.. I
came across this game in the Overload forums, and damn am I glad that I did! It is fantastic. I just finished my first playthrough
and loved every second of it. I wont speak too much on the mechanics of the game, because I think that the way it
shows\/teaches you is perfect, and I wont spoil that.

The sound design is great. The way one person explained it in the forums for Overload was "fruity" and I think that fits pretty
well. Once you hear it, you will understand. The music is great. I love the level design and the variation in enemies throughout.
The pacing of the game felt great to me as well. The upgrade system works really well and is implemented perfectly here.

This is hands down my favorite twin stick shooter. I am ashamed that it took me two years to find it. Well done dev's, well done.

Going to start a New Game (+) now :).
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